NOTICE AND DISCLAIMER
PLEASE READ THE ENTIRETY OF THIS "NOTICE AND DISCLAIMER" SECTION
CAREFULLY. NOTHING HEREIN CONSTITUTES LEGAL, FINANCIAL, BUSINESS
OR TAX ADVICE AND YOU SHOULD CONSULT YOUR OWN LEGAL, FINANCIAL,
TAX OR OTHER PROFESSIONAL ADVISOR(S) BEFORE ENGAGING IN ANY
ACTIVITY IN CONNECTION HEREWITH. NEITHER GOLDLINKS FOUNDATION
LIMITED (THE FOUNDATION), ANY OF THE PROJECT TEAM MEMBERS (THE
GOLDLINKS TEAM) WHO HAVE WORKED ON THE GOLDLINKS PLATFORM (AS
DEFINED HEREIN) OR PROJECT TO DEVELOP THE GOLDLINKS PLATFORM IN
ANY WAY WHATSOEVER, ANY DISTRIBUTOR/VENDOR OF GGT OR GGC
TOKENS (THE DISTRIBUTOR), NOR ANY SERVICE PROVIDER SHALL BE LIABLE
FOR ANY KIND OF DIRECT OR INDIRECT DAMAGE OR LOSS WHATSOEVER
WHICH YOU MAY SUFFER IN CONNECTION WITH ACCESSING THIS
WHITEPAPER, THE WEBSITE AT HTTP://GOLDLINKS.ONE/ (THE WEBSITE) OR
ANY OTHER WEBSITES OR MATERIALS PUBLISHED BY THE FOUNDATION.
The Whitepaper and the Website are intended for general informational purposes only
and does not constitute a prospectus, an offer document, an offer of securities, a
solicitation for investment, or any offer to sell any product, item or asset (whether digital
or otherwise). The information herein may not be exhaustive and does not imply any
element of a contractual relationship. There is no assurance as to the accuracy or
completeness of such information and no representation, warranty or undertaking is or
purported to be provided as to the accuracy or completeness of such information.
Where the Whitepaper or the Website includes information that has been obtained
from third party sources, the Foundation, the Distributor, and/or the Goldlinks team
have not independently verified the accuracy or completion of such information.
Further, you acknowledge that circumstances may change and that the Whitepaper or
the Website may become outdated as a result; and neither the Foundation nor the
Distributor is under any obligation to update or correct this document in connection
therewith.
Nothing in the Whitepaper or the Website constitutes any offer by the Foundation, the
Distributor or the Goldlinks team to sell any GGT or GGC (as defined herein) nor shall
it or any part of it nor the fact of its presentation form the basis of, or be relied upon in
connection with, any contract or investment decision. Nothing contained in the
Whitepaper or the Website is or may be relied upon as a promise, representation or
undertaking as to the future performance of the Goldlinks Platform. The agreement
between the Distributor and you, in relation to any sale and purchase of GGT or GGC
is to be governed by only the separate terms and conditions of such agreement.

By accessing the Whitepaper or the Website (or any part thereof), you represent and
warrant to the Foundation, the Distributor, its affiliates, and the Goldlinks team as
follows:
(a) in any decision to purchase any GGT or GGC, you have not relied on any
statement set out in the Whitepaper or the Website;
(b) you will and shall at your own expense ensure compliance with all laws, regulatory
requirements and restrictions applicable to you (as the case may be);
(c) you acknowledge, understand and agree that GGT and GGC may have no value,
there is no guarantee or representation of value or liquidity for GGT or GGC, and GGT
and GGC are not for speculative investment;
(d) none of the Foundation, the Distributor, its affiliates, and/or the Goldlinks team
members shall be responsible for or liable for the value of GGT or GGC, the
transferability and/or liquidity of GGT or GGC and/or the availability of any market for
GGT or GGC through third parties or otherwise; and
(e) you acknowledge, understand and agree that you are not eligible to purchase any
GGT or GGC if you are a citizen, national, resident (tax or otherwise), domiciliary
and/or green card holder of a geographic area or country (i) where it is likely that the
sale of GGT or GGC would be construed as the sale of a security (howsoever named),
financial service or investment product and/or (ii) where participation in token sales is
prohibited by applicable law, decree, regulation, treaty, or administrative act (including
without limitation the United States of America, Canada, New Zealand, People's
Republic of China (but not including the special administrative regions of Hong Kong
and Macau, and the territory of Taiwan), the Republic of Korea and the Socialist
Republic of Vietnam).
The Distributor which issues and sells GGT or GGC shall be an affiliate of the
Foundation. All contributions will be applied towards the advancing, promoting the
research, design and development of, and advocacy for a blockchain-based platform
which would link global gold purchasers/holders as well as industry users, creating a
reliable and limited supply of gold tokens, which are digital assets representing rights
to take delivery of physical gold, thereby creating a reliable and transparent universal
value exchange platform for all mankind based on the oldest physical product (gold)
and the most cutting-edge future technology (blockchain technologies). The
Foundation, the Distributor and their various affiliates would develop, manage and
operate the Goldlinks Platform.
The Foundation, the Distributor and the Goldlinks team do not and do not purport to
make, and hereby disclaims, all representations, warranties or undertaking to any
entity or person (including without limitation warranties as to the accuracy,
completeness, timeliness or reliability of the contents of the Whitepaper or the Website,

or any other materials published by the Foundation or the Distributor). To the maximum
extent permitted by law, the Foundation, the Distributor, their affiliates and service
providers shall not be liable for any indirect, special, incidental, consequential or other
losses of any kind, in tort, contract or otherwise (including, without limitation, any
liability arising from default or negligence on the part of any of them, or any loss of
revenue, income or profits, and loss of use or data) arising from the use of the
Whitepaper or the Website, or any other materials published, or its contents (including
without limitation any errors or omissions) or otherwise arising in connection with the
same. Prospective purchasers of GGT or GGC should carefully consider and evaluate
all risks and uncertainties (including financial and legal risks and uncertainties)
associated with the GGT or GGC token sale, the Foundation, the Distributor and the
Goldlinks team.
The information set out in the Whitepaper and the Website is for community discussion
only and is not legally binding. No person is bound to enter into any contract or binding
legal commitment in relation to the acquisition of GGT or GGC, and no virtual currency
or other form of payment is to be accepted on the basis of the Whitepaper or the
Website. The agreement for sale and purchase of GGT or GGC and/or continued
holding of GGT or GGC shall be governed by a separate set of Terms and Conditions
or Token Purchase Agreement (as the case may be) setting out the terms of such
purchase and/or continued holding of GGT or GGC (the Terms and Conditions), which
shall be separately provided to you or made available on the Website. In the event of
any inconsistencies between the Terms and Conditions and the Whitepaper or the
Website, the Terms and Conditions shall prevail.
No regulatory authority has examined or approved of any of the information set out in
the Whitepaper or the Website. No such action has been or will be taken under the
laws, regulatory requirements or rules of any jurisdiction. The publication, distribution
or dissemination of the Whitepaper or the Website does not imply that the applicable
laws, regulatory requirements or rules have been complied with.
The information set out herein is only conceptual, and describes the future
development goals for the Goldlinks Platform to be developed. The Whitepaper or the
Website may be amended or replaced from time to time. There are no obligations to
update the Whitepaper or the Website, or to provide recipients with access to any
information beyond what is provided herein.
All statements contained herein, statements made in press releases or in any place
accessible by the public and oral statements that may be made by the Foundation, the
Distributor and/or the Goldlinks team may constitute forward-looking statements
(including statements regarding intent, belief or current expectations with respect to
market conditions, business strategy and plans, financial condition, specific provisions
and risk management practices). You are cautioned not to place undue reliance on

these forward-looking statements given that these statements involve known and
unknown risks, uncertainties and other factors that may cause the actual future results
to be materially different from that described by such forward-looking statements, and
no independent third party has reviewed the reasonableness of any such statements
or assumptions. These forward-looking statements are applicable only as of the date
indicted in the Whitepaper, and the Foundation, the Distributor as well as the Goldlinks
team expressly disclaims any responsibility (whether express or implied) to release
any revisions to these forward-looking statements to reflect events after such date.
The use of any company and/or platform names or trademarks herein (save for those
which relate to the Foundation, the Distributor or its affiliates) does not imply any
affiliation with, or endorsement by, any third party. References in the Whitepaper or
the Website to specific companies and platforms are for illustrative purposes only.
The Whitepaper and the Website may be translated into a language other than English
and in the event of conflict or ambiguity between the English language version and
translated versions of the Whitepaper or the Website, the English language versions
shall prevail. You acknowledge that you have read and understood the English
language version of the Whitepaper and the Website.
No part of the Whitepaper or the Website is to be copied, reproduced, distributed or
disseminated in any way without the prior written consent of the Foundation or the
Distributor.
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The Overview of Virtual Currency
1.1 The Development of Virtual Currency and
Bitcoin
1.1.1 The concept of virtual currency
The term "virtual currency" refers to a digital currency that is based on a
cryptographic algorithm without relying on any centralised controlling entity.
In this paper the term virtual currency describes the virtual cryptographic
currencies in the category of Bitcoin (and of course includes Bitcoin). Like
Bitcoin, Litecoin, BitShares, etc., they are a type of virtual currency that
shares the common defining factor of being created, distributed and
maintained through utilising cryptographic and verification techniques. The
virtual currencies of today is characterised by the use of peer-to-peer
technology and availability to every person, and they can be subdivided into
the open mining virtual currency (as represented by Bitcoin) and issued virtual
currency. Since the person commonly known as Satoshi Nakamoto published
his white paper in 2008, Bitcoin has started to attract attention from people
around the world. Like everything else, the concept of virtual currency has
continued to expand and evolve, from a single, mainstream Bitcoin to varied
forms of virtual currencies (Altcoins).

1.1.2 Blockchain technology
Blockchain is a mechanism (technical solution) for public bookkeeping, and it
does not refer to a specific product. The basic idea behind blockchain is to
ensure the authenticity and non-tampering of information by establishing a
set of public ledgers on the Internet, on which all the users in the associated
network jointly record and check the accounts.

Blockchain has the characteristics of decentralisation, trust removal,
extensibility, anonymity, security and reliability and so on.

Decentralisation
Since blockchain is based the distributed storage of data without the
centralised management of any certain specified centre, and the
maintenance of the system and the authenticity of information transmission
are realised through the consensus of the network nodes, so the attack and
manipulation of one node will not affect the healthy operation of the whole
network.

Trust removal
Establishing a connection between any two nodes does not require
participants to personally trust each other's identity, and the data exchange
between two parties does not require a personal basis for mutual trust. Since
all the nodes in the network can act as 'supervisors' to the transaction, there
is no need to worry about the possibility of fraud.

Extensibility
Blockchain is a kind of underlying open source technology. On this basis, all
kinds of extended, decentralised and trust removed applications can be
realised.

Anonymity
The parties to the data exchange can be anonymous, and the nodes in the
network can exchange data without knowing each other's identity and
personal information.

Security and reliability
As the activities in the network between nodes are supervised by the whole
network, and the database adopts distributed storage, hackers are unable to
assume a disguise and carry out fraud activities, and they are unable to
control the network by conquering a single node.

1.1.3 The application of Blockchain
Tokens are based on blockchain technology and can be used as a unit of
account, medium of exchange, and other basic functions. Blockchain

technology eventually finds applications in various commercial use-cases.
Tokens can be used as a medium to integrate platform features, industry
features, user communities, and value exchange, leading to the formation of
distinct token ecosystems for each industrial application. Today, the race to
identify industrial use-cases for blockchain technology is already in full swing.
The commercialization of blockchain technology will usher in a new
Blockchain 3.0 era characterized by the token economy model. This model
will fundamentally change the relations of production and the supply-demand
dynamic. Value and utility tokens will empower traditional industries, while
tokens tied to commercial profits will offer strong user incentives. This is one
key reason why blockchain technology is expected to disrupt traditional
economic models.
Blockchain is a next-generation, revolutionary Internet technology that is
constantly evolving and gaining recognition. We firmly believe that finding
industrial use-cases for blockchain will enable it to achieve its true potential.

1.1.4 The smart contract
The idea of the smart contract can date back to 1995, almost appearing
simultaneously with the Internet. Nick Szabo, a cryptographer widely praised
for laying the foundation for Bitcoin, put forward the term ‘smart contract’ for
the first time. Nick Szabo said at the time: "A smart contract is a set of
commitments defined in the digital form, including that the contract
participants can execute those commitments in the agreement."
The system of the smart contract decides whether to execute based on
whether the trigger condition is included in the descriptive information of the
event. When the trigger condition is met, the smart contract will automatically
issue the preset data resource, as well as the event including the trigger
condition. The smart contract exists only to enable a complex set of digital
commitments with the trigger conditions to be executed correctly according
to the will of the participants.
"In essence, the operating principle of the smart contract is similar to the
program statements of other computer programs, which interact with the realworld assets through the execution of programs." According to an expert
opinion, based on the tamper-proof feature of blockchain, as well as the
automatic execution of the smart contract when the trigger conditions are
reached, the credibility of the smart contract is ensured, and the costs of
execution and compliance are therefore reduced.

1.1.5 The participation of capital institutions
Major US financial institutions including JPMorgan Chase, Citibank, and
Goldman Sachs are actively positioning themselves in the digital currency
market. Their involvement will help to standardize digital assets and bring
these in line with mainstream financial markets. In February 2019, JP Morgan
Chase became the first bank in the US to create and successfully test virtual
currency that is named JPM Coin. JPM Coin would be introduced to facilitate
real-time payment transfers between institutional accounts; Chicago
Mercantile Exchange (CME) and Options Exchange (CBOE) has launched
bitcoin trading services, while US financial institutions including Citibank and
Goldman Sachs are actively deploying the virtual currency market. The digital
asset market is gradually becoming a new financial battlefield for financial
giants, which is projected to enlarge the participation of traditional investors
in the virtual currency market.

1.1.6 Market demand for the stablecoins
In the first half of 2019, Bitcoin surged 131.38 percent against the dollar,
displaying characteristic volatility as it climbed from below $3,500 to over
$10,000 in value. The extreme volatility of digital asset markets is driving
demand for stablecoins such as Tether, Dai, and the Gemini dollar, which all
have a relatively constant value of approximately one dollar.

While Bitcoin was in trouble, a controversial virtual currency - with a market
capitalization of nearly $3.8 billion and accounting for about 70% of Bitcoin
transactions - has almost monopolized the token‘s trading market.
The USDT coin is a digital token. Its founders say that each USDT is "backed"
by a dollar, which means that the market price of each USDT is $1. So, in
theory, the USDT is more stable in value than most virtual currencies.
Diar, a research company pointed out in a report released in June 2019 that
the USDT transaction volume of the China Encrypted Assets Exchange in
2019 exceeded $10 billion. At present, the total circulation of USDT has
reached 3.682 billion US dollars, and the market circulation accounted for
about 80.6%, with an expected further expansion of its market share.

However, stablecoins such as Tether lack financial transparency and have
recently come under the spotlight for problems including delayed redemptions
and over-issuance. For these reasons, many consider Tether to be a ticking
time bomb for the digital currency market that could go off at any time.
This creates a compelling case for a stable intermediary asset in the digital
currency market. Stablecoins could prove a useful tool for digitizing traditional
assets, as well as enabling payment and settlement through digital currencies
in traditional areas of the economy. Over the next few years, the focus of the
market could gradually shift towards transactions between digital currencies
and virtual currencies

1.2 The Significance of Gold Tokens
1.2.1 The significance of gold
Since the demonetisation of gold, the currencies of various countries are no
longer directly linked to gold and therefore in the event of financial crisis, gold
can still undertake the role of the ultimate medium for international payment,
a function which is currently irreplaceable by other forms of international
reserves and means. When its price is rising, gold is worth purchasing; when
its price falls, gold is still worth purchasing. The price volatility is a secondary
factor in gold investment, and gold is often required in defensive or hedging
financial strategies.
For a country or an individual, gold plays the role of the reserve asset with an
unlimited authority. As the safe-haven asset for mitigating ‘tail risk’, gold can
play the important role of resisting the financial risks when extreme events
occur. For the individual, the gold is not only a hedging instrument against the
political and economic risks, but also an excellent means for the preservation
of value and the adding of value to one’s wealth.
Economic fundamentals are the determinants of the intrinsic value of assets.
Different assets have the obvious differences in performance in every
economic stage, and the choice of assets directly affects the risk and return
of investments. Not putting all of one’s eggs in a single basket is the generally
accepted understanding for risk management. The stocks, bonds, bulk
commodities, gold and silver, cash, etc. form the major categories of asset
allocation. In terms of the asset income of various assets over the past 10
years, excepting negative yields for gold in 2014 and 2015, the highest for
gold in the remaining years reached 32.59% positive yields in 2007, even the
lowest being 3.41% positive yields in 2008. In the first half of 2019, due to
multiple factors, e.g. global monetary policy, US and European central bank
interest rates, global economic systemic risk expectations and global inflation,
gold rose by 10% in merely six months.

1.2.2 The significance of gold tokens
As the value of stored objects competes with each other, the special
properties of the stored objects may allow them to outperform the other
varieties, and over time, demand for outperforming objects may grow

intensively. Since certain goods are treated as a medium for stored value or
‘primitive money’, this naturally stems from these goods possessing many
attributes that are required by people, which causes the goods with these
attributes to be superior to other goods and become good storage objects for
value. An ideal value storing object is projected to have several attributes as
detailed below:

1.2.2.1 Durability
The goods must be non-putrescible or solid. Therefore, wheat is not an ideal
value storing object.
In terms of the durability, gold is undisputedly in the first place. Most of the
gold that has been dug up or smelted, including those worn by the Egyptian
pharaohs, have been preserved up to now and are likely to be usable for
thousands of years. The gold coins used in the ancient times are of great
value today. The fiat currency and Bitcoin are the basic digital records that
may have physical forms (such as paper money). So, one should not consider
the durability of this physical form (because a damaged dollar note can be
replaced with a new note), but one should instead consider about the
durability of the institution that issued them.
Let us take fiat currency for example. Since many governments have existed
for less than a hundred years in history, the fiat currency issued by these
governments would disappear with the disappearance of the country.
Papermark, Rentenmark and Reichsmark, issued by the Weimar Republic,
are of no fiat value now because the institutions that originally issued them
no longer exist.
To draw lessons from history, the idea that a currency's durability would last
forever is very silly -- seen from this point of view, the dollar and the pound
are relatively special. Bitcoin does not have any issuing body, so one can
assume that it's durable as long as the network keeps running. But given that
Bitcoin is still in its infancy, it is overhasty to make conclusions about its
durability. However, one can now see some positive signals that the Bitcoin
network is able to continue in operation despite a number of countries starting
to attempt at regulating it, as well as the number of hackers attacking the
Bitcoin network, which is testament to the durability of Bitcoin.

1.2.2.2 Portability
The goods should be easy to transport and store so that they can be ensured
not to be lost or stolen and can be traded over long distances. Therefore, a
cow is not an ideal value stored object compared to a gold necklace.

Bitcoin is the most portable commodity since ever humans have use value
storing objects. People can store private keys worth of billions of dollars in a
tiny USB flash disk and carry it with them. Moreover, value can be quickly
transferred between people on both sides of the earth. Speaking
fundamentally, fiat currency is highly portable. However, because of
government regulation and capital control, it takes a long time for the people
to make transfers of large amounts of money. Although cash can be used to
partially avoid capital controls, problems involving its storage risk and
transport costs. Since gold is in the substantial form and has a certain quality,
it is the least portable value stored object. The vast majority of gold bars have
never been transferred. When the gold bars are transferred between the
buyers and sellers, it is simply the gold ownership that is transferred, not the
physical gold bars. Transporting the physical gold over long distances is
costly and in the meantime is a high-risk endeavour.

1.2.2.3 Fungibility
One property of the object is that it can be replaced with an equal number of
another similar object. If there is no alternative, the problem of the need for
double coincidence is difficult to solve. Therefore, the gold in this case is more
ideal than the diamonds because the diamonds are irregular in shape and
quality.
Gold provides an alternative standard. When melted, an ounce of gold and
another ounce of other gold are essentially the same, and gold has been
traded in this way throughout the market. In addition, fiat currency is
substitutable only when the issuing authority allows it. One can still see some
examples of large denomination notes and small denomination notes being
treated differently. The Indian government, for example, abolished the use of
paper money in denominations of 500 and 1,000 rupees in order to govern
the tax-free grey market in the country. Such a treatment led directly to that
the transaction prices of 500 and 1,000 rupees that are far below their actual
face value.
At the level of the network, Bitcoin is replaceable, which means that every
single Bitcoin traded is treated equally on the Bitcoin network. However,
because Bitcoin is traceable on the blockchain, so Bitcoins that have been
illegally traded can be identified, and some merchants or exchanges do not
accept these Bitcoins from illicit sources. Without the improvement of
anonymity and privacy of relevant Bitcoin network consensus, the fungibility
of Bitcoin is inferior to the gold.

1.2.2.4 Verifiability
The authenticity of goods must be convenient for people to quickly verify and
prove. A convenient method of identification can increase levels of confidence
when the good is used for trading, as well as the possibility of completing the
transaction.
For different attempts and purposes, it is easy to verify the authenticity of both
fiat currency and gold. However, even though the banknotes provide some
features that prevent forgery, the state and citizens still face the risk of
exposure to counterfeit bank notes. Similarly, gold is also not immune from
being counterfeited. Some shrewd criminals use a technique that plates the
gold in the tungsten as a way to fool gold purchasers. From another point of
view, Bitcoin is confirmed by the mathematical probability. By using a
cryptographic signature, the owner of Bitcoins can publicly verify each Bitcoin
he owns.

1.2.2.5 Separability
The goods need to be easy to be further subdivided. Although this attribute
was less important in the early days due to the transactions being more
infrequent, it has become of greater importance as transaction frequency has
escalated and the size of simultaneous transactions has become smaller and
more precise.
Bitcoin can be separated into hundreds of decimal places and can be shifted
in fairly small amounts (but the network expenses make Bitcoin transfers of
small amounts very uneconomic). In most cases, fiat currency can be divided
into very small denominations represented by steel coins. Although there is
little purchasing power in each coin, this segmentation can still meet the usual
demand. Gold, which is physically divisible, can be divided into very small
units, which can also meet the requirements of small daily transactions.

1.2.2.6 Scarcity
As Nick Szabo said, a currency commodity must have an ‘unforgeable value’.
In other words, the goods cannot be abundant or readily available and
manufactured. Scarcity may be the most important attribute for the value
stored goods, as people have a strong internal desire to collect scarce items.
This is the original source of value for the value storing goods.
This feature distinguishes Bitcoin from gold and paper currency, mainly
because of its predetermined scarcity. There are only 21 million Bitcoins in
total. This allows the holders of Bitcoin to know exactly their percentage of

the total supply is. For example, an individual with 10 Bitcoins would know
that a maximum of 2.1 million people in the world can have as many Bitcoins
as he does (less than 0.03% of the world's population). Although gold has
historically been scarce, its supply has been increasing. If there is a more
economical way of obtaining the gold, the volume of supply of gold would
increase substantially (e.g. conducting gold mining of the seabed and stars).
Finally, though fiat currency has not existed for a long time in history, the
supply of fiat currency has proved that it can continuously increase. To solve
the short-term political problems, countries have a tendency to consistently
inflate their currencies. This inflationary tendency in all countries of the world
will cause the real value of fiat currency in holders’ hands to gradually
evaporate.

1.2.2.7 The existing history
The longer a commodity is considered valuable by the society, the more ideal
it becomes as a value storing object. A long-lived value storing object will be
hard to replace with new up and rising objects, unless some enforcement
measures emerge, or those new objects have obvious advantages in other
functional aspects such as those mentioned in the above sections.
No monetary commodity has a longer history than gold, and gold’s value has
been recognised since the appearance of human civilisation. The cast gold
coins of ancient times are of great value even today. For fiat currency, it does
not have a tendency to last long. From the moment a fiat currency appears,
it has a tendency to eventually move towards the direction of worthlessness.
The use of inflation as a form of disguised tax on the residents of a country
has led to the fact that so far, almost no country has been able to remain
forever. In the 20th century, when the fiat currency began to dominate the
world monetary order and establish its financial trust, it was difficult for fiat
currency to maintain the trust of its users, and at the same time its own value
could hardly remain unchanged in the medium and long term. Although
Bitcoin has existed for a very short time, it has gone through the multiple tests
in the market so far, and it will not disappear quickly as a store of value.
Moreover, the Lindy Effect tells us that the longer Bitcoin has existed, the
greater the social confidence it will gain, allowing it to survive longer. Put
another way, the society's trust in a new monetary commodity is essentially a
gradual process, as shown in the chart below:

If Bitcoin, the representative of virtual currency, can survive for 20 years, then
the society's trust in virtual currency will be close to the stage of universal
trust, which would make it last longer, just as how people regard the Internet
as a permanent feature of society.

1.2.2.8 Anti-investigation
Surveillance is ubiquitous in the modern digital societies, so this new attribute
is becoming increasingly important. It is a measure of how difficult it is for an
external entity such as a company or a country to prevent the owner of a
commodity from using or preserving it. If the goods are resistant to censorship,
then people in social systems under coercive capital controls can conduct
different forms of peaceful trade outside the law. The table below lists the
ratings of Bitcoin, gold and fiat currency (such as the U.S. dollar), and the
global gold coin in the various aforementioned attributes, as well as the
explanations for those related ratings:

The early demand for virtual currencies mainly came from the illicit drug trade.
Subsequently, many people speculated and wrongly assumed that the main
demand for virtual currencies was due to its anonymity related properties.
However, virtual currency is not an anonymous currency at all; every
transaction made on Bitcoin network is permanently recorded on the public
blockchain. The historical records of these transactions can help the court
analyse the source of each capital flow. It is because of the basis of this
analysis that the perpetrators of stealing from MtGox are eventually brought
to justice.
Certainly, a careful enough person can hide his identity when he uses virtual
currency, but nowadays, people rarely use virtual currency for drug
transactions. The main reason why people use virtual currencies for the illicit
activities is that the Bitcoin is ‘unrestricted’ at the network level. The transfer
of a token on the Bitcoin network is free from any human interference, and as
a decentralised peer-to-peer network, its main feature is designed to be
resistant to censorship. This is in stark contrast to the banking system of fiat
currency. And in the centralised system, the state regulates the banks, and
the other portals that report the money transfers and prevent the illicit use of
a money commodity. A typical example is that the regulated money transfers
are controlled by the country. For example, a wealthy millionaire who wants
to stay out of a sanctioned system may find it difficult to move his wealth
abroad. Although gold is not issued by the state, its physical property makes
it difficult for people transfer gold over long distances, and thus gold is much
easier to be subject to the regulation of the state than virtual currencies. The
gold controls of India are strong proof of this fact.

Based on blockchain consensus and identification of gold, a gold token
representing certain rights to physical gold would have obvious advantages
in the main areas listed above, which makes it become more than a simple
combination of a modern and an ancient money commodity, as it makes up
for the main limitation of Bitcoin as the basis of commodity money, and also
inheriting the advantages of virtual currency. It will provide a powerful
incentivisation for the furtherance of the global acceptance of the virtual
currency concept. In fact, this powerful combination of anti-investigation and
absolute scarcity provides a powerful motivation for many wealthy individuals
to allocate some of their wealth to these new asset class.
From the perspective of economic development, the real power comes from
the protection for the sovereign monetary credit and private property. In the
current environment of global economic integration, gold as a ‘top-level
commodity’ flows freely around the world, but after the De-globalisation, this
freedom of flow may be reversed in the future, and gold is more likely to be
as a means of payment in the flow of currency. This can be observed from
how Russia continues to rapidly increase its large amount of gold reserves in
recent years, and Hungary, Germany, Netherlands and Austria sparked an
early wave of returning interest in gold, as well as the fact that the Central
Banks of major countries are also increasing their gold reserves and the gold
represented by Greenspan and so on, that the credit in dollar is on the decline,
while the gold, as a natural currency with a constant value has come back
from the far edges of the human economic perception.

1.3 Black Technology That is Born of Gold
The scarcity of gold is universal, and according to prevailing scientific theories
the only way to produce it is when two neutron stars fuse into a black hole,
which is captured (R process) by the fast neutron to produce gold. Through
this process, most of the mass are absorbed into the black hole and
disappears, and only a very, very minute portion of the mass can be
converted into gold, from which a much smaller portion can escape from the
gravitational field of the black hole. The production of each unit of gold is
representative of the fact that a part of the universe is gone. More gold means
that the universe is closer to death. Such an amazing generation mechanism
is possibly greater than that of Bitcoin. People can never use nuclear
technology to practically produce gold, while CVD synthetic diamonds have

long been commercially available, which is way cheaper than the diamond
mining and of higher purity than naturally produced diamonds. The total
abundance of gold in the universe is only 0.6 billionth. According to
Eddington's calculations, the amount of gold in the total universe is equivalent
to the weight of about 50 Milky Way galaxies. Gold can be said to be the
scarce in scarcity!

The (R) process also produces many other heavy elements, but only gold out
of these is an extremely stable element. How stable is it? Even if you cram
gold into the core of a fixed star and bombarded it with nuclear fusion for
hundreds of millions of years, you can still reaccumulate the plasma of gold
with a simple physical means without little loss. Even the chemical reaction
will not cause any permanent damage to the gold (the cyanide of gold will
easily break down and convert back into its elemental substances). Once the
gold is formed, there is no way to eliminate it except for the black holes.
The stability of gold is so high that even if it is accidentally lost or broken down,
the scattered gold can be refined and regathered somewhere else in the
universe.
A universe-class rare, indestructible and twinkling element with the
completely anonymous transaction deserves to be the natural currency for
this universe! Its monetary properties are supported by the stellar physics, the
second law of thermodynamics, Pauli exclusion principle and relativity! If one
day we get on the line with the aliens, possibly the only currency with which
we can reach an agreement is gold!

1.4 The Overview of the Global Gold Industry
The gold in the entire world that has been dug out of the earth's surface can
be melted into the cube with 20 meters in length. The total value of gold found
on the surface and underground is about $11 trillion.

Unit: Trillion Dollar

The mineral reserves of global gold are more evenly distributed. Australia,
South Africa, Russia, etc., are the main reserve countries.

The above data sources: Global Mineral Resources Distribution Report published in 2016

About the Goldlinks
Goldlinks is creating a universal medium of exchange anchored to gold, the world's
most recognized store of value. It is also laying down digital financial infrastructure,
upon which it is building an application ecosystem that will bridge the physical and
digital worlds.

2.1 Company Culture
2.1.1 An Introduction to the Goldlinks
Unlock gold's natural monetary properties
Value consensus is an important concept in the blockchain world, and no
value consensus is greater or older than that surrounding gold.
By combining cutting-edge blockchain technology with physical gold,
Goldlinks Platform is uniting gold producers, consumers, investors, and other
gold stakeholders in a global blockchain community.
Goldlinks Platform has transformed gold into a divisible, tokenized asset
known as Global Gold Coins (GGC). This functions as a universal store of
value and unlocks gold's natural monetary properties in a digital world.

Building the world's digital financial infrastructure
In recent years, new technologies such as blockchain, the Internet of Things,
and artificial intelligence have rapidly converged, ushering in a digital world
full of new possibilities. However, this emerging digital paradigm is
incompatible with the legacy economic system, which is why Goldlinks

Platform is building out new digital financial infrastructure based on GGC, a
stablecoin and universal medium of exchange.
This new system will require trustworthy, efficient blockchains underpinned
by autonomous networks, secure digital wallets for holding and managing
assets, 'digital gold' banks that provide payment, transfer, currency exchange,
and investment services, digital asset exchanges, and digital asset
ecosystem funds.

Creating a Goldlinks blockchain ecosystem
Against this backdrop, Goldlinks Platform is rolling out products and
applications across a range of sectors, including payments and settlements,
retail, online gaming, trade finance, supply chain finance, the Internet of
Things, industrial artificial intelligence, education, and health. At the same
time, Goldlinks Platform has established a digital ecosystem fund, known as
the Unity Fund, which is committed to investing in upstream and downstream
blockchain projects, integrating the supply chain, and expanding the
Goldlinks ecosystem.
Going forward, Goldlinks Platform aims to unlock gold's natural monetary
properties and make GGC the cornerstone of a digital world. Moreover, by
laying down the financial infrastructure of the future, Goldlinks would be
building a vital bridge that will help humanity shift to this new paradigm.

2.1.2 The starting point and end point of the Goldlinks

2.1.3 The Goals of the Goldlinks
An anchor for the digital world
Build consensus around GGC and encourage investors to hold the token by
making it a stable anchor of value for the digital world.

Build digital financial infrastructure
Roll out Goldlinks' digital financial infrastructure, which will act as a bridge
between the legacy system and a new digital world.

Open the door to a digital world
Constantly grow the Goldlinks blockchain ecosystem and steer the Goldlinks
global community into the new, digital world.

2.1.4 The Vision of the Goldlinks
Goldlinks will build new digital financial infrastructure to smooth the transition
from the legacy economic system to a digital world. As an anchor of value,
GGC will be the cornerstone of this new digital paradigm.

2.1.5 The Mission of the Goldlinks
Build a universal value exchange platform
Adapt gold's natural monetary properties for the digital world by transforming
it into a divisible blockchain token. This will form the foundation for a fair,
transparent, trustworthy, and borderless platform for exchanging value.

Establish the world's biggest blockchain community
Bring together gold producers, consumers, investors, and other gold
stakeholders in the world's biggest blockchain community and transition to a
new digital world based on the GGC token.

2.2 The Issuing Mechanism of Goldlinks Token
GGC/GGT
2.2.1 The Global Gold Coins (GGC)
GGC is a cryptographic token issued by the Goldlinks Platform representing
rights to take delivery of physical gold, based on verifiable physical gold
reserves held at warehouses with transparent auditing and blockchain
ERC20 technology of smart contract. 100 GGC would, upon presentation,
entitle the holder to take delivery of 1 gram of real physical gold. It is
transparent, real and non-over issuance; GGC can be exchanged for physical
gold at partner warehouses within the network on the Goldlinks Platform at
any time. GGC, as a digital token supported by physical gold, will play a huge
application role in the traditional world and the consumption, settlement,
equivalent exchange and other aspects of digital assets world.

2.2.2 The application and market analysis of GGC
2.2.2.1 The universal value exchange, payment, circulation tool of global
barter trade
The amount of global import and export volume of goods was $39.342 trillion
in 2018, an increase of 3.0% over the previous year. But due to the high
volatility of virtual currency, so far no virtual currency has been accepted as
the medium for settlement and payment of bulk trade. The gold-backed GGC
has addressed this shortcoming and as a settlement tool it will be much safer,
more efficient, and real economy. Even if there is 10% of global trade volume
using the virtual currency GGC as the base currency for settlement in the
future, the market capacity will be more than $3.9 trillion.

Security
Since the authenticity of the goods and funds is verified through blockchain,
which is a non-modifiable and traceable model, security of funds is ensured
and risk of international trade fraud is mitigated to a great degree.

Efficiency
Compared with traditional mainstream settlement method L/C, GGC
transaction based on blockchain technology can greatly shorten the trading
period from days or even weeks to hours.

Cost-effective
Transaction fees of GGC would definitely be much lower than the costs of
issuing L/C through international banks. Besides, the risk associated with
exchange rate fluctuations that international traders always face can be
completely avoided by using GGC.

2.2.2.2 The pricing of asset values and the exchange tools
GGC is backed by gold and has a higher value stability, which endows GGC
the potential of becoming the benchmark for the valuation of virtual currency,
fiat currency and virtual tokens, thus as the basic universal medium of value
exchange for the global circulation and digitalisation of assets (e.g., the real
estate/mineral products/infrastructure/agricultural products).

2.2.2.3 The safe-haven ‘assets’ and ‘hedging instrument token’
The scarcity and stability of physical gold make it the ultimate crypto market,
GGC inherit the stability of gold. In the volatile fall the attributes to serve as a
stable asset to hedge price fluctuations, crypto bubble, fiat inflation, fiat credit
crisis, etc.

2.2.2.4 Global individual wealth management tool
Gold is usually one of the assets in portfolio holdings for both individual
investors and institutional investors, acting as hedging tool to mitigate the
effects of extreme volatility and safeguard the long-term value of their capital.
On top of that, GGC also revives gold‘s monetary and financial properties. Its
holders enjoy a certain of wealth management benefits through GGC’s
circulation in business and financial scenarios.

2.2.2.5 The carrier of consensus and value of consensus
One of the biggest value-added features of blockchain is that it can create
consensus within groups and embody this in the form of a token (such as
GGC). However, presently it is arguably a tool for many projects to issue
worthless ‘air coins’ in their usage of blockchain. In future, the Goldlinks
Platform will cooperate and develop various tokens for different groups of
value consensus based on GGC in the future, such as GGC star coins, GGC
fans coins, charity coins, GGC religion coins, GGC hotel coins, GGC travel
coins, etc., providing the solid support of a value base for these groups of
value consensus, making it convenient for the establishment of the internal
identities and circulation within the consensus groups, and achieve
standardisation within these consensus groups.

2.2.3 The Global Gold Token (GGT)
The native digital cryptographically-secured utility token of the Goldlinks
Platform (GGT) is a major component of the ecosystem on the Goldlinks
Platform, and is designed to be used as the utility token of all members in the
community ecosystem of the global gold blockchain. It is the medium for
recording, managing, and awarding incentives to community members for
participating in activities on the Goldlinks Platform. GGT is initially issued by
the Distributor as ERC-20 standard compliant digital tokens on the Ethereum
blockchain. The total circulation of GGT is 20 billion GGT.
GGT is a non-refundable functional utility token which will be used as the unit
of exchange between participants on the Goldlinks Platform. The goal of
introducing GGT is to provide a convenient and secure mode of payment and
settlement between participants who interact within the ecosystem on the
Goldlinks Platform. GGT does not in any way represent any shareholding,
participation, right, title, or interest in the Foundation, the Distributor, its
affiliates, or any other company, enterprise or undertaking, nor will GGT
entitle token holders to any promise of fees, dividends, revenue, profits or
investment returns, and are not intended to constitute securities in Singapore
or any relevant jurisdiction. GGT may only be utilised on the Goldlinks
Platform, and ownership of GGT carries no rights, express or implied, other
than the right to use GGT as a means to enable usage of and interaction
within the Goldlinks Platform.

2.2.4 The application of GGT
GGT may be consumed within the Goldlinks Platform to enjoy preferential
discounts and pay the expenses for safekeeping and of gold as well as the
associated services for related service fees services available on the
Goldlinks Platform, such as purchase of mining rights, purchase and
exchange of physical gold, group purchase of gold.

2.3 The Technical Architecture of the Goldlinks

Two types of tokens will be issued: one is the Global Gold Coins token (GGC),
a token which is a receipt representing rights to take delivery of physical gold.
GGC is issued directly for each amount of warehoused physical gold assets
in a one-to-one manner, so as to ensure the reliability, non-over-issuance and
stability of the GGC token, and may function as a base token for global digital
asset transactions. The other token is the Global Gold Token (GGT), the utility
token which is used as the medium of exchange for value distribution in the
whole gold ecosystem on the Goldlinks Platform.

2.3.1 The private permissioned chain of GGC
GGC, as a stablecoin, is a receipt which represents rights to take delivery of
physical gold; the issuance and circulation of GGC are directly linked to the
production and warehoused physical gold. Hence, based on the system of
directional invitation and supported by some original gold mining operations,
GGC can gradually integrate the global gold mining operations during its
operational period to form the private permissioned chain of GGC. The private
permissioned chain of GGC is not open to the public and does not trade with
the public, and its function is to service a coalition of mining operators (which
would also avoid the adverse impact of monopoly effects). GGC's private
permissioned chain will be developed based on the Hyperledger Fabric of
IBM.
Hyperledger Fabric is a platform that provides the solutions of distributed
ledger. Launched by the Linux foundation in 2015, the Hyperledger Fabric is
supported by a modular architecture and has the excellent confidentiality,
scalability, flexibility and expansibility. Hyperledger Fabric is designed to
support the direct pullout, interposing and start usage of different module
components, and is able to adapt to complex scenarios in the economic
ecosystem.
The biggest differentiating factor of Hyperledger Fabric is embodied in its
privacy and permissioned nature compared to other blockchain systems.
Different from the open, permission-free network systems that allow unknown
participants to join the network, the Hyperledger Fabric registers all members
through the Membership Service Provider (MSP). Each member needs to be
authenticated to interact with the ledger, which conforms well to the coalition
mechanism of directional invitation around GGC.

2.3.2 The architecture diagram of private permissioned chain
of GGC

2.3.2.1 The Private Blockchain of GGC
A block is an ordered set of transactions, which are encrypted (hashed) in the
channel and connected to the preordered block, eventually forming a
blockchain (chain of blocks). Once the transaction set making up a block is
confirmed, it cannot be changed. The transactions can be traced through the
chain.

2.3.2.2 The ledger of GGC
The ledger is the state of the ecosystem as maintained by each node of the
GGC blockchain in the channel. The ledger records all transaction records,
and the members can refer to and modify the ledger according to the authority
and the endorsement strategy.

2.3.2.3 The consensus mechanism
The consensus mechanism is the identifying mechanism of all members for
the correctness of transaction. In the GGC blockchain, the consensus
mechanism consists of endorsement strategy and ordering service.
In terms of the endorsement strategy. For a transaction that occurs on the
GGC blockchain, the node may agree or reject the transaction based on the
different endorsement strategies. An endorsement strategy can be a
percentage of nodes, for example, if 50% of nodes agree with the transaction,
it is valid. Or, it can be considered to be valid only if at least 3 nodes agree
with this transaction.
In terms of the ordering service. The ordering service sends the received
transaction proposals to each node for confirmation on the first-come firstserved basis, and ultimately records them in the ledger and blockchain.

2.3.2.4 The authority management
Due to the access mechanism and different member rights of GGC
blockchain, members would be managed through the usage of the PKI
certificate and MSP service.
PKI (Public Key Infrastructure) is a standard technology and specification that
utilises the Public Key encryption technology to provide a set of securitybased platforms for the development of e-commerce. The CA issues one
rootCert for each member, one eCert for each authorised user, and a large
number of tCerts for each registered certificate. This ensures that only
authorised members can join the system, and the different certificates specify
the transaction authority of different members.
In terms of Membership Service Provider - MSP. The node uses the
certificates to submit the transactions and endorse the transactions through
this service component. The system uses the certificates to authenticate the
transactions on the nodes. The members can interpose easily in this way
without modifying the core of the transaction processing component of the
system.

2.3.2.5 Channels
The channels realise the isolation and confidentiality of data, and the nodes
join the different channels according to their individual permissions. The
transactions must be correctly validated through this channel to interact with

the ledger. The channels can meet the different business requirements and
member management procedures according to the different business settings.

2.3.2.6 Peer and Chain Code
A chain code is software that runs on a ledger and it can encode an asset, in
which the trading instructions (or business logic) can also be used to modify
the asset. The chain code is the smart contract, and each chain code can
provide a number of different call commands. Different nodes can deploy the
same chain code.
In the private permissioned chain of GGC, the nodes are the owners of mines,
who maintain the ledgers and run the container of chain code to read and
write the ledgers. The nodes are managed and maintained by the MSP.

2.3.3 The public chain of the Goldlinks
GGT, as the circulating token of the Goldlinks Platform, can be used as the
platform medium of exchange to pay the corresponding fees and give the
corresponding discounts or incentives, etc., when the gold digital assets are
traded on the platform. The ecosystem of the Goldlinks Platform supports all
kinds of gold asset exchanges and digital gold exchanges, for example
transactions between GGC and gold, between GGC and USDT as well as the
exchanges of various virtual currencies. The over-the-counter trade may also
support the exchange of fiat currency into gold, fiat currency into GGC and
other operations. These transactions and circulation will be carried out based
on the open public blockchain of the Goldlinks Platform.
In the future, it is planned for the public blockchain to support the exchange
between GGC and legal virtual currencies in various countries, as well as the
exchange of bulk commodities and other physical assets or their
corresponding digital assets. We plan to develop an ultra-high performance
public chain platform based on the underlying technology supported by the
supreme performance stable P4P technology developed for the Goldlinks
Platform, which can support the high-speed exchange and
clearing/settlement operations among these types.

2.3.3.1 The Blockchain layer of the Goldlinks
In order to satisfy the timeliness and effectiveness of mass transactions, the
Goldlinks team will develop the public chain of the Goldlinks Platform based
on the consensus mechanism of DPOS. It mainly has the following features:
 Based on the graphene technology, the rate of block generation is about
1.5 seconds and TPS can reach up to the million. The rate of block
confirmation and transaction is extremely fast.
 Based on the consensus of DPOS, the peers have high participation and
the community has high autonomy.
 It supports the operations of the mass DAPP applications with a high
degree of openness.

2.3.3.2 The consensus layer of GGT blockchain
The consensus system of the GGT blockchain is based on the DPOS system.
Holders of GGT would be able to vote on the block producers, which is a more
decentralised system as compared to the centralised mining pools of Bitcoin
and Ethereum. All token holders will be entitled to participate in community
activities. If someone does something illegal, he or she will be voted and
removed out of the system promptly.
GGT would provide the economic incentives which will be consumed to
encourage participants to contribute and maintain the GGT blockchain.
Computational resources are required for producing additional blocks /
verifying information on the blockchain, thus providers of these services /
resources would require payment for the consumption of these resources (i.e.
"mining" on the Goldlinks Platform) to maintain network integrity, and GGT
will be used as the unit of exchange to quantify and pay the costs of the
consumed computational resources. GGT is an integral and indispensable
part of the Goldlinks Platform, because without GGT, there would be no
incentive for users to expend resources to participate in activities or provide
services for the benefit of the entire ecosystem on the Goldlinks Platform.
Users of the Goldlinks Platform and/or holders of GGT which did not actively
participate will not receive any GGT incentives.

2.3.3.3 The contract layer
The smart contract is deployed in the blockchain and run automatically
without artificial control. In the public chain of the Goldlinks Platform, the
smart contract carries the logic and execution of a series of transactions,
including the contracts of various types of exchanges, the trading contracts
GGC/ fiat currency, the contracts of physical/digital assets, and the contracts
of other applications.

2.3.3.4 The application layer
The application layer contains various types of exchanges: gold assets
exchange, digital gold exchange, the exchange services: exchange of fiat
currency/gold, exchange of fiat currency/GGC, exchange of GGC/gold,
exchange of GGC/ other virtual currencies. In the future, there would also
possibly be applications enabling the exchange between GGC and legal
virtual currencies in the various countries, the exchange between the bulk
commodities and other physical assets or their corresponding digital assets
will be launched as well.

The wallet: is used to safely store the digital gold assets, and the wallet
directly integrates with the function of exchange, based on that the wallet can
directly carry out the trade of digital gold assets. This not only ensures the
security of the users' digital assets, but also provides the convenience for the
transactions and operations.
The block browser: the block browser shows the current state of blockchain
operation and all the transaction records. Any person can query any
transaction record through the block browser, including the records of data
cochain, records of the issuance and transference of Token, calling records
of smart contract, etc.

2.3.3.5 The terminal layer of GGT
The terminal layer contains the user-oriented App and Web end application,
as well as the API and SDK the Goldlinks team provides externally. The users
can use the various applications provided by the public chain of the Goldlinks
Platform through the different terminal devices, mobile devices or PC devices.
In addition, API and SDK will be offered to provide the interface for more
developers who are willing to participate in the ecosystem building of the
Goldlinks Platform, so as to create more rich applications.

2.3.4 The encrypted hardware wallet
Goldlinks’ own proprietary cold wallet had officially launched on May 2019.
By integrating both hardware and software wallets, it adopts a unique solution
enables the secure, user-friendly storage and management of blockchain
accounts and assets.

By adopting a decentralized approach, the Goldlinks hardware wallet
provides the highest possible level of protection for sensitive data. The wallet
boasts three layers of security, including an enterprise-grade Secure Element
(SE) chip, a chip operating system (COS), and physical separation of
hardware and software wallets. These shield users from hardware tampering,
private key and signature attacks, and fraudulent transactions.

Private key vault
Private keys are generated and stored in a Secure Element (SE), which
protects funds and your wallet from being stolen.

Signature shield
Sensitive data is isolated on a chip operating system (COS), which prevents
storage and signature from attacks.

Dual-wallet design
A propriety design that combines hardware and software wallets offers an
extra level of protection.
Moreover, the hardware wallet directly connects to the software wallet on
mobile devices via Bluetooth, eliminating the need to install PC software or
drivers. This makes the managing of digital assets much more straightforward
for users, by offering instant connectivity and allowing users to trade on the
go and never again miss a market opportunity.
From industrial design perspective, the wallet is also physically robust. The
built-in storage can withstand over 100,000 write cycles to minimize the
chance of data loss, while an IP67 housing ensures it can operate in harsh
environments and at extreme temperatures. The wallet has even passed
military-grade security testing.
Goldlinks hardware wallet has a Stylish looks. It adopts a hidden glass display
and buttonless design, a teardrop shaped metal unibody and a profile as slim
as 5.5mm.

2.3.5 The two-way technological peg
Given that the issuance of the digital GGC tokenised receipts on the Goldlinks
Platform are only linked to the actual storage and distribution of physical gold
assets, however the Goldlinks Platform is also designed to support high
frequency and discrete transactions of GGC, therefore, the Goldlinks Platform
has adopted the two-way model of a main chain and side chain to support the
two-way technological peg between the private permissioned chain of GGC
and the public chain of the Goldlinks Platform.
The side-chain protocol is essentially a cross-blockchain solution, a
consolidation mechanism that allows the digital assets such as a token to be
transferred safely from one blockchain to another, two-and-fro. With this
solution, a two-way technological peg can be achieved to realise the safe
transfer of digital assets between the main chain and the side chain.
The ‘lightning network’, which is based on the technology of two-way
technological peg, was originally designed to improve the transactional
efficiency of Bitcoin and solve key application issues such as the transaction
scale, real-time payments, and micro-payments of Bitcoins. That is, a certain
number of digital assets are sent to a specific address on the main chain so
that the digital assets are locked; at the same time, given the evidence that
the ‘lock-in trade’ had taken place, the equivalent amount of digital assets
would be released on the side chain and ready to be traded. And vice versa.
The biggest difficulty to achieve the two-way technological peg is that the
protocol modification needs to be compatible with the existing main chain,
that is, it cannot cause any impact on the work of the existing main chain. The
specific methods are divided into the following categories:

1）The single trustee mode
This is the simplest way to realise the asset transfer between the main chain
and the side chain at the present stage. That is, the asset on the main chain
is sent to a single trustee (such as an exchange). After receiving the asset,
the trustee activates the equivalent digital asset on the side chain, which can
be used on the side chain. After use, the remaining digital assets go through
the same process and are returned to the main chain. The following diagram
shows a single trustee mode.

A big problem of the single trustee mode is that it is too centralised.

2）The coalition trustee mode
The coalition trustee model is similar to the single trustee model, except that
the trustee of the asset is replaced from a single entity to a coalition of multiple
parties. They are all notaries of this asset transfer, so they are called the
notary coalition. In addition, the notaries will respectively sign the assets
transformation, that is, the multi-signature smart contract. The following chart
is a demonstration of the coalition trustee model:

One advantage of coalition trustee mode is that it is relatively secure, because
the application of multi-signature technology makes it more difficult for the
hackers to break through more notaries if they want to steal the locked assets.
But at the same time, one can also see that although this is a weakly
centralised plan, and it is still very likely that the notary coalition unifies the
internal opinions to launch a ‘mutiny’.

3）SPV (Simplified Payment Verification)
Both schemes above use the intermediary to keep the safety of asset
between locking it on one chain and releasing it on the other. However, as
mentioned above, these solutions are either centralised or weakly centralised
with high risks anyhow and run counter to the original intention of blockchain
to solve the security problems through the means of decentralisation and
cryptography.
Therefore, the technical experts have proposed a kind of pure technical
method to realise the asset transformation between the main chain and the
side chain: SPV, which is Simplified Payment Verification. The working
principle of SPV is as follows:

Firstly, on the main chain, the assets are sent to a specific address that
contains the information about the side chain. After a certain confirmation
period, the transaction is confirmed, and the main chain sends the SPV to the
side chain, which generates a transaction that refers to the output. This
waiting period for confirmation is a security parameter that depends on the
side chain and is a trade-off between transaction velocity and security across
the chain.
The newly transferred coins cannot be spent immediately on the side chain,
and there is still a ‘competition period’. The purpose of the competition period
is to prevent the occurrence of ‘double spending’ in the reorganisation (in this
case, the reorganisation refers to the activity where the side chain releases
the locked assets to send to the designated users). At any time during this
period of delay, if a new proof of SPV work is issued and the block that is
ultimately recorded on the main chain does not contain this information, the
asset transfer will be recognised as invalid.
After the transaction with SPV appears on the side chain, it can be verified
that the digital asset on the main chain has been locked, and then another
digital asset with the same value can be opened on the side chain. The usage
and change of this digital asset will be sent back to the main chain later. When
this digital asset returns to the main chain, the process will be repeated.
The application scope and innovation space of the blockchain technology
expanded by the side chain protocol are greatly increased: it can support the
multiple asset types, small and micro payment, smart contract, security
processing mechanism, property registration, etc., and it can enhance the
privacy protection of the blockchain. By using the side chain, one can also
easily establish various intelligent applications such as the financial contracts,
stocks, futures, derivatives, etc.

2.4 Market Analysis on the Goldlinks
2.4.1 The development trend of virtual currency asset
management
According to the research report of virtual currencies, entitled as Decode the
Virtual Currencies: Technology, Applications and Challenges, published by
global research department subordinated by the J.P.Morgan Chase & Co in
February, 2018, virtual currencies could help the general public to
decentralise their stock and bond portfolios one day. They pointed out that if
the virtual currencies still exist over the next few years and become part of
the global investment market, they are likely to make it through the current
speculative phase and exhibit more normal returns, with a lower volatility and
closer correlation to gold.

2.4.2 The demand of global high-net-worth individuals
According to the Wealth-X, the number of worldwide high-net-worth
individuals rose to 22.4 million in 2019, reached a record high. The so-called
‘high-net-worth individuals’ refers to those with assets value worth at least $1
million (except the main residence). In theory, for the global high-net-worth
users, gold is the most valuable asset in their minds. Holding physical gold is
an insurance directing against ‘uncertainty’. Adding 5-10% low risk and
superior assets of gold in the asset allocation of their portfolios can reduce
their overall risk exposure and increase the rate of return of their portfolios.
Therefore, as the world's first blockchain platform of gold mines, the Goldlinks
Platform aims to provide the cheapest and safest channel for access to the
physical gold market for global high-net-worth users.

2.4.3 The demand for virtual currency payment
According to the statistics of CoinDesk, the wolrdwide market value of
encrypted digital currencies exceeded $600 billion in the fourth quarter of
2017; as of January 9, 2019, the global encryption market value fell to $137.2
billion, of which the TOP30 digital currency market value was $121.4 billion.

Global volatility in digital currencies is driving demand in the digital currency
payments market for a new medium of exchange and unit of account that
maintains a stable value. At the same time, there have been growing calls for
a return to the Gold Standard. GGC (Global Gold Coins), the world's first
digital token for gold blockchain industry, is anchored to physical gold. By
marrying gold with the decentralised, traceable blockchain technology, GGC
is projected to meet the demand for payment of the virtual currency market.

2.4.4 Gold Mining Participation
Huge amounts of capital are required for a gold mining operation and requires
highly specialised technology. It is difficult for an ordinary individual to
participate in gold mining and obtain gold at a low and reasonable cost. Now,
blockchain technology and token economy will enable small-scale
participation in gold mining operations.

2.5 Key Issues Solved by the Goldlinks
2.5.1 Pain points of Digital Asset Industry
2.5.1.1 The current pain point of virtual currency payment
The high volatility of the traditional Bitcoin causes the situation where the
world's main virtual currency cannot be used in the medium and long-term
settlement of traditional trade (this is also especially true for most other virtual
currencies), thus affecting the blockchain and application of business value
exchange and value management of virtual currencies, as well as the speed
of development for the digitalisation of traditional assets.
As the cornerstone of Goldlinks ecosystem, GGC combines the
characteristics of gold value and blockchain technology, which endows GGC
considerable scope as a tool for trade settlement, digital asset management,
and retail payment.

2.5.1.2 Demand for the ‘hedge virtual currency assets’
The current virtual currency market lacks a class of ‘hedge virtual currency
assets’ that is both credible and stable in value. Every time an extreme
situation of big call-back in the entire digital asset market happens, all traders
and market participants will look for a stable currency, and a gold virtual
currency can function as such a relatively stable currency, and the market is
able to benchmark its price based on that of physical gold. The current USDT
cannot gain the trust of users due to its issuance mechanism and audit
supervision mechanism. Therefore, a stable virtual currency asset built on a
universal value, with the credible and transparent supervision has a huge
demand and space for growth in the current virtual currency market. GGC
and GGT have the potential to meet the hedging and asset management
demands of different classes, e.g. ordinary individuals, high-net-worth
individuals, and virtual currency holders.

2.5.1.3 The universal valuation tool for assets digitisation
With the continuous development of blockchain technology, there will be a
digital monetisation of traditional asset in the future. However, after the digital
monetisation, many traditional assets cannot bear the high value volatility of
virtual currency, as represented by the Bitcoin of today, lacking the support
of a stable definable valuation base. So, a transparent tool of universal assets
value with a stable definable value is needed. Based on GGC, a gold digital
token representing rights to take delivery of physical gold, the Goldlinks
Platform will provide an important support and standard for assets digitisation
in the future. The decentralised interests will require the establishment of
secure, simple and trusted trading mechanisms, blockchain technology offers
the possibility for such a revolutionary industrial model.

2.5.1.4 Issues brought by the over issuance of global fiat currency
Since the US ended convertibility of dollars into gold in 1971, governments
around the world have adopted expansionary fiscal and monetary policies to
stimulate their economies. This has led to widespread over-issuance of fiat
currencies, with excess currency supply driving up inflation. Excessive
monetary creation not only erodes personal wealth, but can also lead to
monetary crises. Furthermore, the misallocation of resources that results can
cause cyclical economic fluctuations, or even financial crises.
The purchasing power of fiat currencies has been declining, even that of the
most powerful US Dollar has fallen by 96% in the past 100 years, while gold,
has maintained a stable purchasing power for centuries.

Goldlinks Platform has transformed gold into a divisible, tokenized asset
known as Global Gold Coins (GGC), which is transparent and non-overissuance. This functions as a universal store of value and unlocks gold's
natural monetary properties in a digital world.

2.5.2 The pain point of the traditional gold industry
Due to the heavy capital requirements for gold mining, ordinary individuals
find it difficult to directly participate in gold production to obtain gold. At the
same time, because of the traditional centralised (the gold exchange) trading
model, the ordinary individuals also find it difficult to be involved in the primary
trading market for gold and can only purchase gold on the secondary market.
Therefore, the blockchain technology directly links the gold producers and the
gold consumers, and removes all the traditional intermediary links, so that
gold producers and gold purchasers can deal directly for maximum savings.
After the gold is purchased, most of the gold is stored and this is inconvenient
for the re-transaction and circulation of gold. The creation of the Goldlinks
Platform can reactivate the "dead" gold resources stored by the individuals,
institutions and countries, achieve the digitisation of gold assets and the
cooperative cooperation around GGC which is powered through blockchain
technology, used in global trade settlement, payment and consumption, and
can save a large amount of foreign exchange resources in the process of
foreign trade settlement. In addition, through blockchain technology, the
Goldlinks Platform can convert the "dead" gold owned by traditional gold

purchasers and stored in various safe boxes and warehouses into digital
assets that may be circulated.
Currently, all virtual currencies are greatly affected by the fluctuations of
Bitcoin and are lack of a stable pricing base. The current USDT is not widely
accepted because of the problem of its issuance mechanism, so there is a
lack of a stable and safe payment intermediary tool which the virtual currency
fluctuation hedging and asset management demands.
GGC is projected to exhibit both the stability of traditional currencies as well
as the technical advantages of virtual currencies. In the future, it will power a
great applicational model for trade settlement and asset management
throughout many industries.

2.5.2.1 Issues with purchasing personal gold
Through the Goldlinks Platform, gold purchasers can buy gold products
cheaper through block-chained gold group purchasing and distribution of
mining rights.
At the same time, the authenticity and asset property of gold can be verified
and ensured through the blockchain; the information on the product, content,
production time and initial transmission of gold units is formed into the digital
information and recorded on the blockchain to prove one’s entitlement to
purchased gold through the encryption algorithm and abstraction combined
with the smart contracts. By purchasing GGC, the users acquire digital
certificates and gold ownership certificates which entitle holders to take
delivery of physical warehoused gold. This system would provide effective
evidence for the transfer of ownership of gold products.

2.5.2.2 The circulation problems after personal gold sales
The traditional gold market is faces the problems of difficulty in partitioning,
circulating, carrying, causing gold to become a "dead" asset after it is
purchased. With the help of the Goldlinks Platform, gold purchasers can
digitise their physical gold assets. Through usage of the virtual currency GGC
of the Goldlinks Platform, the circulation and sale of physical assets can be
conveniently carried out, making the sale of personally owned very
convenient, safe and efficient.

2.5.2.3 Management issues with personal purchases of gold
Personal purchases and holding of gold faces many management problems.
The Goldlinks Platform strives to implement the world's safest methods to

conduct transparent and auditable supervision of gold purchase and trading.
Gold purchasers can achieve the safe custody of gold through the Goldlinks
Platform, and exchange physical gold through the means of GGC at any time.

2.5.2.4 The small and medium-sized miners’ difficulty in financing
The small and medium gold mine owners lack any financing channel access
to the public, and through the creation of secondary third party smart
contracts, they can realise the financing of their operations through the usage
of virtual currency on the Goldlinks Platform.

Business Model
3.1 Goldlinks' digital financial infrastructure
By creating GGC, an anchor for digital assets and universal medium of
exchange, Goldlinks is building the financial infrastructure for a digital world.
This includes but is not limited to the following:
Digital asset management tools: Building a Bluetooth hardware wallet for
the secure storage and management of digital assets.
Digital gold banking: Developing storage, payment, transfer, exchange, and
investment solutions for GGC and other popular digital assets.
Goldlinks blockchain: Creating a public blockchain underpinned by a
secure, efficient, and intelligent autonomous network.
Digital asset exchange: Facilitating the exchange of digital assets in
secondary markets.
Digital asset ecosystem fund: Growing the Goldlinks application ecosystem
by supporting and investing in digital financial infrastructure and real-world
blockchain projects.

3.2 Goldlinks' blockchain application ecosystem
Commercial use cases must be found to unlock the true value of blockchain
technology.
In addition to building digital financial infrastructure, Goldlinks is looking to
grow its application ecosystem by exploring the integration of blockchain
technology into industry, traditional economic sectors, and people’s everyday
lives. The Goldlinks blockchain application ecosystem encompasses but is
not limited to the following:

Financial services
Financial services are the first sector ripe for the application of blockchain
technology. One of blockchain’s most promising applications is in the
reconfiguration of digital financial infrastructure. Goldlinks is exploring and
investing in use cases for blockchain in digital financial services, including
online and offline digital payments, cross-border payments, trade finance,
asset digitization, digital asset investment and wealth management, and
digital asset clearing and settlement.

Leisure
Goldlinks use-cases in the leisure sector include travel product payments (for
example, using GGC to pay for flights and hotels), overseas travel
expenditure, and payments for online gaming platforms and other online
entertainment products. Future use-cases might extend to e-books, digital

music, digital video content and rights management, and crowd-funding for
cultural initiatives.

Internet of Things and Smart Industry
Building a secure, efficient, and low-cost Industrial Internet of Things (IIoT) is
essential for the development of smart manufacturing network infrastructure.
Blockchain technology uses a distributed ledger that is decentralized,
traceable, and immutable. This reduces the risk of network-wide IIoT crashes
and mitigates the impact of attacks on any individual network. At the same
time, blockchain technology can also assist with the intelligent management
of manufacturing processes. Goldlinks will consider the security and
efficiency requirements and potential applications for IIoT when designing the
underlying framework for its public blockchain.

Supply chains
A supply chain is a network of entities, including suppliers, manufacturers,
distributors, retailers, and end users, that are linked by flows of goods,
information, and funds. As an enabler of mass collaboration, blockchain is a
natural candidate for use in supply chain and traceability management.
Goldlinks is committed to developing precise and efficient supply chain
financial services.

Public services and charity
There are numerous use-cases for blockchain in the public health, education,
and charity sectors. Goldlinks takes corporate social responsibility seriously:
It will harness its proprietary public blockchain technology and digital financial
infrastructure to deliver public services and support charitable causes,
thereby giving back to society and benefiting mankind.

3.3 Goldlinks' digital economy
Goldlinks has created a comprehensive digital economy that supports the
confirmation, management, and circulation of digital assets. This offers a
gateway through which users can transition from traditional wealth
management to digital assets.

The Goldlinks GGC token is backed by physical gold and supported by a
global blockchain community, forming a backbone to the digital world. The
token functions as a store of value and means of exchange in Goldlinks' digital
economy, and can be exchanged freely in the Goldlinks application
ecosystem. Goldlinks' digital economy is underpinned by digital financial
infrastructure, which offers the necessary technical, network, and system
architecture.
The Goldlinks platform gives users access to the primary gold market, where
they can buy gold directly. When users buy gold through this channel, they
participate indirectly in the issuance of GGC and the development of
Goldlinks' blockchain platform. Moreover, blockchain technology enables
users to derive returns from trading gold, investing in the gold industry, token
exchange, and the appreciation of digital assets. These returns are distributed
as GGC or GGT, depending on the scenario.
In addition, when investors buy gold, most keep it in storage, rendering the
asset "dormant" for long periods of time. The Goldlinks platform makes it
possible for users to digitize their gold in the form of GGC tokens, making gold
a "liquid" asset that can be exchanged in the Goldlinks digital economy.

While GGC tokens circulate in the Goldlinks application ecosystem, returns
are generated each time value is exchanged and are collected in the form of
handling or service fees. In addition, investors are also rewarded with GGT
tokens when they store or use GGC in the Goldlinks digital economy.
The GGT token represents the future commercial value of the entire Goldlinks
platform. GGT holders would claim a share of returns from the Goldlinks
ecosystem.

Project Progress
4.1 Source of Project Funds
At the early stage, the Goldlinks Platform mainly relies on internal funds and
donations to sustain the operation. After the stable operation of the project
and there is an increase of GGC application scenarios, various transaction
fees generated by the diversion of the exchange, price differential of group
purchasing and sales of gold, service charges of derivatives, value-added
services of platform, service related payments generated through the
circulation of GGC, etc. will be charged by the Goldlinks Platform in the future.

4.2 Distribution Plan of GGT

In particular, it is highlighted that GGT:
(a) is non-refundable and cannot be exchanged for cash (or its equivalent
value in any other virtual currency) or any payment obligation by the
Foundation, the Distributor or any affiliate;
(b) does not represent or confer on the token holder any right of any form with
respect to the Foundation, the Distributor (or any of its affiliates), or its
revenues or assets, including without limitation any right to receive future
dividends, revenue, shares, ownership right or stake, share or security,
any voting, distribution, redemption, liquidation, proprietary (including all
forms of intellectual property or licence rights), or other financial or legal
rights or equivalent rights, or intellectual property rights or any other form
of participation in or relating to the Goldlinks Platform, the Foundation, the
Distributor and/or their service providers;
(c) is not intended to represent any rights under a contract for differences or
under any other contract the purpose or pretended purpose of which is to
secure a profit or avoid a loss;
(d) is not intended to be a representation of money (including electronic
money), security, commodity, bond, debt instrument or any other kind of
financial instrument or investment;
(e) is not a loan to the Foundation, the Distributor or any of its affiliates, is not
intended to represent a debt owed by the Foundation, the Distributor or
any of its affiliates, and there is no expectation of profit; and
(f) does not provide the token holder with any ownership or other interest in
the Foundation, the Distributor or any of its affiliates.
The contributions in the token sale will be held by the Distributor (or its affiliate)
after the token sale, and contributors will have no economic or legal right over
or beneficial interest in these contributions or the assets of that entity after the
token sale. To the extent a secondary market or exchange for trading GGT
does develop, it would be run and operated wholly independently of the
Foundation, the Distributor, the sale of GGT and the Goldlinks Platform.
Neither the Foundation nor the Distributor will create such secondary markets
nor will either entity act as an exchange for GGT.

4.3 Project Progress

Risk Analysis and Response Measures
5.1 Possible Risks and Responses
5.1.1 The risks and responses of global policy regulatory
The Goldlinks team will strictly abide by the laws and regulations on virtual
currencies and digital tokens issued by the governments all over the world,
obtain the relevant legal permissions, and conduct the distribution activities
only in the legal areas and to the legal targets.
All GGC/GGT digital tokens issued by the Goldlinks Platform project will only
be available for circulation and usage in the jurisdictions that recognise the
legitimacy of virtual currencies, to show due respect to the management and
taxation policies of local governments with regard to digital assets.

5.1.2 Risk control of underlying asset management
1. Standard smelting
All gold is re-melted at the world-famous gold alchemy plant and re-cast
to standard investment-grade gold according to international standards.

2. Safe storage
The actual gold (which may be claimed upon presentation of GGC) is
preserved in the world-famous gold regulatory treasuries, including banks,
financial exchanges, national offshore treasuries, etc, to ensure the
security of gold preservation.

3. Transparent audit
Gold management will be carried out by third party Hong Kong and
Singaporean service providers which hold gold trading licenses, in
accordance with the trading standards of the Gold Exchange. The
monitoring data will be publicised regularly, audited and publicly disclosed,
relevant audit data will be obtained through a third-party auditing company.

5.2 Risks
You acknowledge and agree that there are numerous risks associated with
purchasing GGT or GGC, holding GGT or GGC, and using GGT or GGC for
participation in the Goldlinks Platform. In the worst scenario, this could lead
to the loss of all or part of the GGT or GGC which had been purchased. IF
YOU DECIDE TO PURCHASE GGT OR GGC, YOU EXPRESSLY
ACKNOWLEDGE, ACCEPT AND ASSUME THE FOLLOWING RISKS:

5.2.1 The risk of loss caused by the loss of wallet
The GGT and GGC purchased by the users will be transferred into the users’
digital wallets after allocation. GGT and GGC will be lost if users lose the
wallet, please keep one’s digital wallet safe.

5.2.2 The risk related to Ethereum's core agreement
GGT and GGC tokens are developed based on the Ethereum protocol, so
any failure of the Ethereum core protocol, unexpected functional problems or
attack on Ethereum may cause GGT, GGC or applications of the Goldlinks
Platform to stop working or lose function in the unknown ways. For additional
information
about
the
Ethereum
agreement,
please
visit
https://www.ethereum.org/

5.2.3 The risk related to the judicial supervision
The regulatory status of GGT, GGC and distributed ledger technology is
unclear or unsettled in many jurisdictions. The regulation of virtual currencies
has become a primary target of regulation in all major countries in the world.
It is impossible to predict how, when or whether regulatory agencies may
apply existing regulations or create new regulations with respect to such
technology and its applications, including GGT, GGC and/or the Goldlinks
Platform. Regulatory actions could negatively impact GGT, GGC and/or the
Goldlinks Platform in various ways. The Foundation, the Distributor (or its
affiliates) may cease operations in a jurisdiction in the event that regulatory
actions, or changes to law or regulation, make it illegal to operate in such
jurisdiction, or commercially undesirable to obtain the necessary regulatory
approval(s) to operate in such jurisdiction. After consulting with a wide range
of legal advisors and continuous analysis of the development and legal
structure of virtual currencies, a cautious approach will be applied towards
the sale of GGT or GGC. Therefore, for the token sale, the sale strategy may
be constantly adjusted in order to avoid relevant legal risks as much as
possible. For the token sale, the Foundation and the Distributor are working
with Tzedek Law LLC, a boutique corporate law firm in Singapore with a good
reputation in the blockchain space.

5.2.4 The risks that related applications or products do not
meet the expectations of the Goldlinks Platform itself or buyers
The Goldlinks Platform is in the developmental stage, and big changes could
occur from the current projections to the time of release of the official version
of the Goldlinks Platform, any expectation or imagination of the Goldlinks
Platform itself or the buyer for the function or form (including the behaviours
of participants) of the Goldlinks Platform, GGT or GGC could fall flat, and any
wrong analysis or the change of the underlying design also could lead to the
occurrence of this kind of situation. There is the risk that the development of
the Goldlinks Platform will not be executed or implemented as planned, for a
variety of reasons, including without limitation the event of a decline in the
prices of any digital asset, virtual currency, GGT or GGC, unforeseen
technical difficulties, as well as shortage of development funds for activities.

5.2.5 The risk of hacker or theft
It is possible that the hackers or other organisations or countries attempt to
disrupt applications on the Goldlinks Platform, GGT or GGC in any way,
including the denial of service attacks, Sybil attacks, phishing, malware
attacks or consistency attacks, etc.

5.2.6 The risks of bugs or rapid development of cryptography
cracking technology
The rapid development of cryptography or other related technologies such as
the development of quantum computers, may result in the cracking of the
encrypted tokens and the Goldlinks Platform, which may lead to the loss of
GGT or GGC.

5.2.7 The risk of uninsured loss
Unlike the bank accounts or the accounts of other financial institutions, GGT
and GGC tokens stored on the Ethereum network are often uninsured. As for
the loss under any circumstances, there will be no public organisation or
individual to cover your loss.

5.2.8 Other risks
In addition, the potential risks briefly mentioned above are not exhaustive and
there are other risks (as more particularly set out in the Terms and Conditions)
associated with your purchase, holding and use of GGT or GGC, including
those that the Foundation or the Distributor cannot anticipate. Such risks may
further materialise as unanticipated variations or combinations of the
aforementioned risks. You should conduct full due diligence on the
Foundation, the Distributor, its affiliates and the Goldlinks team, as well as
understand the overall framework, mission and vision for the Goldlinks
Platform prior to purchasing GGT or GGC.

